The incidence of long heterochromatic polymorphism variants in infants conceived through assisted reproductive technologies.
Long heterochromatic variants on chromosomes 1, 9, 16 and Y are suspected to be implicated in infertility and early pregnancy loss, but little is known about how these variants are inherited in children conceived by infertile couples through assisted reproductive technologies. In this case-control study, the incidence of these variants was compared between infants conceived using intracytoplasmic sperm injection (ICSI), IVF and natural intercourse by karyotyping lymphocytes from cord blood or peripheral blood. This study included a total of 647 infants, including 189 conceived by ICSI, 177 by IVF, and 281 naturally conceived (NC). Variants were observed in 13.23% of ICSI, 15.82% of IVF and 12.46% of NC infants, showing that the incidence of variants does not appear to be significantly different between infants conceived using assisted reproductive technologies and infants conceived naturally. Because the parents of these infants were not karyotyped, we can only speculate as to whether these variants were directly inherited. This study concludes that infants born from infertile parents using assisted reproductive technologies to achieve pregnancy do not appear to be any more likely than NC infants of fertile parents to possess long heterochromatic variants.